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Abstract
The nation has already had to contend with such a major public health issue when this COVID-19 disease was propagated

in March 2020. The corona’s propagation does have an effect on all areas of people’s lives. The hostile effect on education

systems throughout all locations is indeed a diverse expansion impact. A complete shutdown keeps adding fresh problems

for students to learn and also for educators to effectively manage the class, likely to result in the conversion of such an

offline education system into a virtual class. This study investigated and described various online learning platforms, as

well as teaching resource distribution technology and modern technologies used to ensure that students can study. Overall,

this relates to channels that can be used to create a confidential environment in order to prevent copying in online tests. This

also outlines so many difficulties in managing online teaching methods, like learners’ perceptions of e-learning being more

traumatic and having a negative impact on general wellbeing and social relationships. So, a technique has been proposed to

provide learners with a superior online classroom teaching experience, allowing the online classroom to be as good as, if

not better than, a single online classroom. This study focused on daily teaching methods that employ online learning

supported by a machine teaching approach to provide an individual with a relevant stress-free solution.
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Introduction

On Jan 30, 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO)

announced coronavirus disease (COVID-19) as just a wide-

spread infection. This was first published in China in

December 2019, and since then has rapidly spreading

across the world, negatively impacting a number of nations

in Europe, America, and Asia [1, 2]. As from the third

week of March, UNECSO suggests that almost all colleges

and universities stay closed. Bhutan is the first Asian

country to the shutdown of educational institutions in the

first week of March 2020 as well as a decrease in operating

hours [3].

Starting 1 August 2020, the country will be fully shut

down [4]. In the meantime, activities are permitted,

workplaces resumed, even educational institutions resumed

to selected levels while continuing to provide online clas-

ses for everyone else. Bhutan’s educational institution

closure affects over 170,000 students in grades PP–XII

nowadays.

COVID-19 appears to have had a much greater impact

on education throughout the academic year and will con-

tinue to do so in the near future. School systems, institu-

tions, even universities have ceased offering face-to-face

instruction. Furthermore, the Ministry of Human Resource

Development in India has issued several circulars stating
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that the educational system must not resume routine

schoolwork, including examinations, during such a

COVID-19 and provided a very good suggestion to

implement an online class across all students as in courses

available in their institution [5]. There seems to be an

urgent need for new instructional and evaluation methods.

COVID-19 [6] pandemic now provides a chance to prepare

a way for the formation of online learning [7].

This work’s primary aim is to evaluate the effects of full

shutdown throughout COVID-19 by a new coronavirus on

learners’ education and general stress [8] and to achieve a

high standard of education and student achievement. The

number of online courses attended focused on contextual

information should be examined using a machine learning

technique [9].

Learners’ stress can be caused by their electronic com-

munication, their interpersonal lives, their perceptions,

their teaching methods, their general stability, and their

mood swings. This paper is organised as follows: Related

works, proposed methodology, experimental design, result

and discussion, conclusion and possible scope, and

bibliography.

Related Works

As [10] provide descriptions here on the assessment of

stress and anxiety for university students, as well as the

investigators’ analysis on datasets that included the exe-

cution of two tests, and then, based on the results, the

researchers measured the adequate versus stress now at the

beginning and end of the final examination using a decision

tree-based algorithm [11] that helps to determine stress

rate. Anxiety about one’s life as a result of events that

occurred, as well as a lack of sufficient time to complete

tasks [12]. This [13] describes information about EEG data

utilizing headsets including defined amounts of anxiety and

also classification accuracy could be strengthened more.

The study relies on Tunisian Schooling information to

forecast output utilizing regression tree with Random

Forest [14] Moreover, according to [15], a study of new

research on machine learning used in relation to COVID-

19 is performed, with a focus on the usefulness of machine

learning towards two important components: COVID-19

detection, including estimation of overall mortality as well

as seriousness using widely available clinical and bio-

chemical details [16].

There is discussion of methodology varieties, training

large datasets, also feature extraction. The vast majority of

machine learning techniques employed in these two pro-

cesses were supervised learning algorithms. The developed

models are still for use in real-world implementations, and

most of the related studies are now in the early stages of

development. Predictive and therapeutic characteristics

identified through Ml algorithms become compatible with

published research findings.

Any use of imbalanced data, that is vulnerable to sam-

pling error, is indeed a disadvantage to existing applica-

tions. [17] incorporates predictive methods, and also

machine learning-based approaches, which can be specifi-

cally applicable to new COVID-19 patterns to estimate

patients’ discharge capacity and determine whether patient

clinical information might affect the duration of hospital-

isation. Even though this report provided useful insights

into patient healing time. Implementation of such data-

driven methods is expected to produce considerable

attention in the near future as more accurate clinical evi-

dence becomes accessible. COVID-19, commonly known

as coronavirus disease, is indeed a pandemic induced by a

coronavirus.

The large number of people infected with this virus will

have to face mild to serious viral infection. If it is not

properly cared for the elderly, disabled, and convalescing

individuals, and those with chronic health issues, such as

diabetes, chronic respiratory problems, including cardio-

vascular problems, are always at risk of catching such an

illness. There are currently no specific medications or

immunizations against COVID-19. Nonetheless, there are

numerous ongoing clinical studies evaluating potential

therapies, including vaccines. Identifying the hazards from

COVID-19, computational scientists have begun utilizing

different types of methods from computational intelligence

to determine the presence of the infection leveraging

X-rays and CT pictures.

The most significant major obstacle is the scarcity of

original dataset and so there are fewer specialists that

classify the knowledge specific to such a resistant strain of

human infection. Artificially intelligent technologies could

be easily built then optimised for incorporating new AI

models and using the potential to adjust and connect them

with clinical trials knowledge to resolve the emerging

COVID-19 community and also the innovative difficulties

associated with that as well.

In this study, researchers aimed at a few machine

learning and deep learning methods that were used to

examine coronavirus information. The aim of this [18]

study would be to prepare a multifunctional system to

determine the danger of experiencing dangerous situations

in COVID-19 patient populations.

Researchers observed a maximum of 1040 patients with

such a positive RT-PCR assessment of COVID-19 at a

major hospital in So Paulo, Brazil, from March to June

2020, of which 288 (28%) had a serious prognostic value,

i.e., intensive care unit admission, the use of respiratory

support, and mortality. In this work, five machine learning
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techniques are trained using regularly gathered scientific,

medical, and population information.

A representative sample of % of patient populations was

used to train algorithms, with the remaining % used for

work performance, simulating previously unknown infor-

mation. Each model has been trained through integrating

two of the three consequences to forecast another in

attempts to see whether the algorithm might achieve

common extreme prognostic trends.

All algorithms demonstrated extremely higher predic-

tion accuracy (average AUROC of 0.92, sensitivity of 0.92,

and specificity of 0.82). For both the multi-functional

algorithms, the three most important parameters are lym-

phocyte per C-reactive protein ratio, C-reactive protein,

and Braden Scale. The results suggest that machine

learning models might be possible to forecast non-specific

negative COVID-19 consequences from regularly gathered

data.

Proposed Methodology

As a result of something like the approaching shutdown of

schools and universities due to disease outbreak, a

schooling institution has already been in turmoil as of

March. There is indeed a concern about completing the

curriculum now as the academic year is coming to an end.

As just a result, there are a variety of online courses, like

Zoom, Google Class, Webex Meet, Microsoft Meet,

Teams, Meeting, and so forth. Every coin does have 2

aspects: one part is a good opportunity to implement

classes online, whereas the other part is a variety of diffi-

culties with students attending courses. That also causes an

amount of anxiety.

In this study, a K-means clustering technique is used to

divide student groups into an adequate number of clusters,

and the harvested cluster would provide information about

students with special needs by displaying the highest and

lowest ratios of online courses throughout COVID-19.

As given in Fig. 1, few of the methods throughout

machine learning methods are indeed the classification

technique. k-NN, logistic regression, naive Bayes, support

vector machine, decision trees, and Random Forest do

seem to be examples of different classifiers. It correctly

classifies classes with such a low degree of error to see if

there is any link here between various personality charac-

teristics but also considerations linked with entrepreneurial

activities. A confusion matrix correctness has been used as

a metric for analysing the different classification

techniques.

The classification model is a special data mining method

that disintegrates given information in individual cases.

This assigns a particular piece to an instance with a really

low risk of failure. It indeed would get rid of modelling

crucial information classes within such a provided infor-

mation set. In this work, a classification algorithm is used

to predict people’s anxiety levels. A data ratio of 1:3 is

used to perform training and testing.

Experimental Setup and Results

Data Collection and Pre-process

The dataset has been compiled from 647 understudies’

reactions to online course suggestions. A survey was con-

ducted via a list of questions. Participants, or learners, are

requested to fill in a form based according to their own

experiences. There has been a maximum of 45 questions

framed and split the responses of participants into two

categories: ones collected prior to online courses and those

collected during online courses.

The very first category includes collected data prior to

online courses, whereas the second type includes collected

data during online activity, that also causes students to

explore pressure. Each question would have five possible

responses: outstanding, very good, good, satisfactory, and

negative. On the basis of responses, participants were

grouped as extremely distressed, frustrated, or ordinary. As

from the Adolescent Learners’ Survey, that also aids in the

analysis of levels of stress.

Data Preparation and Data Visualization

Further to the collection of information, a procedure with

cleanup will start to erase mistakes, multiple entries, and

inconsistent data. A primary objective thereafter is visu-

alisation. This must be done in order to identify connec-

tions among attributes and to carry out data exploration

Pre-processing of Dataset 

Collec�on of Raw Data 

Clustering 
Technique

Different Classifica�on 
Techniques

Cluster Analysis Comparison of Different 
Classifier 

Fig. 1 Machine learning general methodology
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assessment. Furthermore, data are divided into two parts:

data for training and data for testing.

Tools Used

R and Python have been preferred owing to the accessi-

bility of popular libraries. Pandas, Scikit, and matplotlib

are Python libraries for statistical analyses, visual analytics,

clustering, and classification. Through R, dplyr, caTools,

e1071, factoextra, and ggplot2 libraries are used.

Clustering

The K-means classifier has been the most effective way for

cluster analysis [19]. Based on the feedback from students

in online classrooms throughout lockdown, set clusters of

connected learners have been created. This assists in

determining students who may have similar interest as well

as anxiety. Typically, to instantiate a method, a fixed

number of clusters, such as ‘k,’ must be stipulated. A

famous Elbow method is used for appropriate clustering

experimentation.

The optimum level of ‘k’ could be ascertained here. In

this scenario, this entails the processing of complex inter-

vals where the clustering algorithm begins to grow. Fur-

thermore, a clustering scoring system is recorded as a

function of number of clusters. This Elbow process

achieves exactly 3 or 4 clusters (see Fig. 2).

Only after clusters were evaluated, as shown in Fig. 3,

was it discovered that the majority of respondents who

attended online courses throughout COVID-19 now fall

into Cluster 2. Outcome has been described in terms of the

number and percentages of students who have experienced

anxiety in such clusters. A proportion visualisation is by far

the most useful technique for accurately assessing the total

number of students under mental anguish.

According to Table 1, the greatest number of students

has been dissatisfied, primarily during online sessions of

courses during the COVID-19 outbreak lockdown. Second,

a cluster of the distressed was constructed. Furthermore,

the reduced number of participants out of three with cluster

is students with a typical mind set.

Classification

As shown in Table 2, Classification is indeed a distin-

guishable methodology throughout machine learning

approaches. In this, classification methods like Random

Forests, k-nearest neighbors (k = 5), support vector

machine, logistic regression, naive Bayes, and decision tree

have been used as the Students’ responses depending on

the responses provided mostly during web-based discus-

sion handled throughout COVID-19 shutdown.

A training-test dataset would be used to feed a classifi-

cation method. The training-test set of data separation with

84:33 is often used. A study provides a much more quali-

tative method here. The variables then are considered for

classification methods.

Random Forest

The Random Forest algorithm is indeed a tree-based

ensemble. These are composed of multiple decisions that

also combine to create a forest. This Random Forest model

can be used for classification as well as regression [20].

The whole algorithm processes a large amount of data. In

our study, 600 decision trees and Ginni for the imperfection

indices are used to improve classification efficiency.

K-Nearest Neighbour

The KNN method is utilized for sharing relevant infor-

mation. Student groups are classified here depending on the

responses provided. If there are three different classifica-

tion groups, the data would be segmented into the

respective components [21]. k’s valuation is always posi-

tive. The number of nearby neighbourhoods would be

investigated.

Support Vector Machine

SVM has indeed been efficiently and frequently adopted

for experimentally validated problems in various areas,

including image classification, text categorization, medical

0
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W
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No Of Clusters

Elbow Method

Fig. 2 Elbow method used to initialize the number of centroids

cluster 1 (Highly 
Depressed)

22%

cluster 2(Stressed )
63%

Cluster 3(Normal)
15%

No of Respondent in a Cluster

cluster 1 (Highly Depressed) cluster 2(Stressed ) Cluster 3(Normal)

Fig. 3 Number of respondent in a cluster
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science, and mechanical machine diagnostic testing. This

classifier’s normal response is mostly on hyperplane [22].

Logistic Regression

Logistic regression was chosen since it performs well

enough in binary classifiers. It isolates actions by estab-

lishing a threshold between positive and negative respon-

ses. Logistic functions have been used to estimate the

probability distribution of a positive or negative tag [23].

Naı̈ve Bayes

Naive Bayes classification algorithms have been referred to

as ‘‘classification algorithms’’ collaboratively. They oper-

ate with probabilities. Naive Bayes classifiers are incredi-

bly versatile. For just a specified target value, they are often

predicted to have been provisionally independent [24].

Decision Tree

The ID3 algorithm is being used to build a decision tree by

conducting a top-down, greedy search via the given sets to

assess every trait at every tree node. The information gain

model is normally used during decision tree measuring to

assess good characteristics for every node of the created

decision tree [25].

Performance Parameters

Sensitivity

The true positive rate is used to determine sensitivity. It’s

the proportion of true positives (TP) to true positives and

false negatives (TPFN) (FN). As shown in Eq. 1, this

determines a model’s ability to accurately classify stressed

students due to online courses throughout COVID-19.

Sensitivity ¼ TP

TPþ FN
ð1Þ

Specificity

This is referred to as true negative rate. As seen in Eq. 2, it

should be the proportion of true negative (TN) to true

negative and false positive (FP). It requires the ability to

recognize with accuracy as part of digital classrooms in

COVID-19.

Specificity ¼ TN

TN þ FP
ð2Þ

Accuracy

As shown by Eq. 3, this is now the proportion of true

positives plus true negatives to true positives plus true

negatives plus false positives plus false negatives. It

computes the number of cases that are classified correctly.

Accuracy ¼ TPþ TN

TN þ FPþ TPþ FN
ð3Þ

SVM [26] is the best performing algorithm among the

six machine learning algorithms that are based on com-

parative calculations, but the accuracy noted by respondent

for having attended online courses is significant.

Conclusion and Future Work

In today’s world, students are overly supported for their

education by mentors and lecturers. Not only the lessons,

but also awareness of COVID-19 and lockdown measures.

Table 1 Competency of

students in a cluster
Cluster Percentage of Students No of Students

Cluster 1 (highly depressed) 22.30% 144

Cluster 2(stressed) 62.57% 405

Cluster 3(normal) 15.13% 99

Table 2 Comparisonof different

classification algorithms
SL. No Algorithm Sensitivity (%) Specificity (%) Accuracy (%)

1 Random Forests(500 trees) 100 66.6 83.3

2 k-nearest neighbors (k = 5) 70 44 55.18

3 Support vector machine 75 98 87.75

4 Logistic regression 71 91.27 79.13

5 Naı̈ve Bayes 66 75 71

6 Decision tree 61 65 57.14
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The primary responsibilities of a mentor are to assist stu-

dents in relieving stress and providing double friendship for

their emotional feelings. Due to COVID-19, the uncer-

tainties related to their examinations and growth path by

way of internships, jobs, etc., are a major cause of mental

stress for the students. The results show that the student

believes that an online class can be used to supplement

knowledge but cannot replace classroom learning due to

one-on-one interaction.

Based on 647 students’ feedback for online classes

during COVID-19, a dataset was created. The parameters

such as sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy are computed,

and both clustering and classification methods are discov-

ered by using machine learning techniques, which help to

improve the mental health of future pillars of nations and

make students mentally sound (see Fig. 4). The inherent

strength, positivity, and maturity of the students are com-

bined in their one-line message to the world whose spirit is

Stay Home, Stay Safe, and Stay Together as depicted.
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